SALEGUARD POINT-OF-SALE ANALYTICS SOFTWARE
Grocery Loss-Prevention Solution
Your Bottom Line is Our Top Priority
Effective loss prevention is reflected in every aspect of your business. By helping you minimize profit shrink, SaleGuard
from OpenEye helps to increase productivity, improve morale, promote efficiency, and raise your bottom line by saving
you money you might not have known you were losing.
SaleGuard is point-of-sale analytics software from OpenEye. When combined with OpenEye surveillance solutions,
SaleGuard offers unique and effective tools to combat shrink and increase profits. The key to SaleGuard’s effectiveness
is Exception-Based Reporting, along with a wide assortment of pre-packaged reports, customizeable alert options, and
data search capabilities, combined with professional video surveillance from OpenEye cameras and recorders.

SOLUTIONS
» Pre-packaged reports

» Customizable reports

» Broad POS terminal compatibility

» Integration with OpenEye video
surveillance solutions

» Receipt data combined with video

» Intuitive search capability

» Printable, graphic reports

» 24/7 technical support*

OPENEYE IN ACTION
Festival Foods Uses SaleGuard to Reduce Shrink
By using SaleGuard’s powerful data
searching capabilities, loss prevention
managers at Festival Foods are
able to track customer theft at selfcheckout stations. By combining
receipt data with video, they can see
when a customer rings up cashews
as sesame sticks, or other methods
of theft.
With 18 locations, Festival Foods
employed SaleGuard Point of Sale
*Available for qualified dealers and integrators

analytics software to help with loss
prevention for fast, effective results.
SaleGuard’s advanced search capabilities
helped Festival Foods to catch one
repeat offender who had stolen $600 in
merchandise over two weeks and get
restitution for that loss. “It helps us catch
these things much faster than we normally
would,” said Joe Laufenberg, Festival
Foods’ Director of Loss Prevention, “Which
makes us much more profitable.”
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Retail Solutions
»
»
»

»
»
»

Tangible Benefits

Use Reports and Alerts to identify
sales trends
Make informed purchasing decisions
based on comprehensive data
Combine data with OpenEye video
surveillance to make theft-deterrent
changes
Use video footage and data for
effective employee training
Evaluate employee performance and
staffing needs
Use powerful data searches to pinpoint problems and reduce shrink
quickly and effectively

»

»

»
»

»

Prevent shrink by monitoring
employee performance to reduce
profit loss at the register
Improve productivity by evaluating
performance, training procedures,
and personnel needs
Improve morale by increasing and
recognizing employee performance
Increase efficiency with customizable
reports that pinpoint your unique
needs
See a rapid return on investment
with noticeable decrease in loss and
increase in profits

About OpenEye
OpenEye is a leading developer of software solutions for physical security, loss prevention, and business intelligence. With a
commitment to creating innovative tools, OpenEye helps business partners to deploy and maintain our solutions efficiently
and effectively.
OpenEye is dedicated to Heroic Customer Service and complete customer satisfaction. By encouraging employees to do
whatever it takes, OpenEye provides the exceptional service customers deserve. To further prove its commitment to customer
service, OpenEye offers 24/7 technical support,* advanced replacement, and exceptional warranties.

Learn more about OpenEye, SaleGuard, and Heroic Customer Service at openeye.net.
*Available for qualified dealers and integrators
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